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Thank you everyone for participating in the 2020 SpellX!
Our first SpellX was a huge success. Feedback has been so positive as our audiences told us
how much they enjoyed all the presentations. It was truly a spectacular day! We are already
looking forward to next year’s SpellX. Offering 6 salons in 6 different time zones helped make
the event accessible for our long distance friends to ensure that spellers' words were heard
around the world! We want to express our deepest gratitude to all the presenters who made
up this prestigious lineup. It was an honor to listen to these presentations and participate as a
global community. All the SpellX presenters are groundbreakers and role models in the
nonspeaking commUnity. It is a privilege to work with you and we look forward to
continuously learning and advocating with each other.
We want to express our heartfelt appreciation for our SpellX sponsors. YOU helped us offer
this event for FREE to our attendees. SpellX helps us fulfill our mission of increasing access to
communication for all nonspeaking, minimally speaking and unreliably speaking people.
SpellX was both an education program and a huge act of advocacy that was heard around the
world!
Be sure to check out all of the SpellX Presentations.
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The Neurolyrical Cafe gives nonspeaking writers a chance
to showcase one of their strengths: authenticity. It is a
space where they can feel free to be exactly who they are
and to let their prodigious talents broadcast on a clear
frequency.
Like Neurolyrical regular Sid Gosh wrote:
My frequencies
go to other
zeniths.
The Cafe is a place where other zeniths are reached, not
because people are competing with one another, but
because they are cheering on each other's most authentic
selves. It is a place to commiserate, celebrate, instigate,
and collaborate.
We invite you to join us for a "Thankful" Neurolyrical Cafe
this month. But don't take our word for it...
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Kelly Berg, S2C Practitioner & I-ASC Leadership
It’s November and Thanksgiving is upon us, which
means, if you’re on social media, you’re likely seeing a
lot of gratitude posts already. This year there is even a
gratitude challenge that specifies a specific category in
which you must post about what you’re grateful, down
to texture and smells! What??! Okay, maybe it’s not so
hard, I must admit I’m grateful for the soft, wiry hair of
my dog Harley as he snuggles against my feet as I type,
and for the smell of my daughters freshly-washed hair as
she cuddled up in the crook of my arm as I put her to
sleep. Wait! IT’S HAPPENING…I’m one of them, posting
things I’m grateful for on the internet, and I have to
admit, IT FEELS GREAT!
As it turns out, practicing gratitude is actually really,
really good for us as humans! One reason is that
practicing gratitude actually has the capacity to change
and strengthen our BRAINS in positive ways! How on
earth does that work? Well, apparently when the brain
feels gratitude, parts of the brain that are involved in
feelings of reward, interpersonal bonding, and positive
social interactions, like the ventral and dorsal medial
prefrontal cortex are activated.
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Did you know that little CELLS in a tree leaf work
hard in the sunshine and heat of summer making
food for its tree? As sunlight and TEMPERATURE
decrease in Fall, the leaves stop production of food
and eventually fade in color and strength as the
season progresses. Every autumn we are greeted
with a gentle dance in the trees that captures our
gaze then loses our attention as Fall fades to Winter.
We love Fall and AUTUMN leaves in the Mid-Atlantic
United States!
The little cells in a tree leaf are filled with
CHLOROPHYLL, which gives a leaf its green color.
Chlorophyll absorbs sunlight; energy it uses to
transform CARBON DIOXIDE and water to
CARBOHYDRATES like starch and sugar. This feeds
the tree! Green is not the only color on a leaf; it is just
the dominant one during the production of food.
Leaves also contain yellow CAROTENE and orange
XANTHOPHYLL colors.
When fall hits with a change in temperature and
length of daylight, leaves stop making food. As the
chlorophyll breaks down, the green color of a leaf
begins to fade.
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As the year closes we ask you to consider a donation to
I-ASC, in support of our mission to increase
communication access through training, education,
advocacy and research.
In 2020 your donations helped us:
Train 78 practitioners
Grant financial aid to 35 Practitioners in training
Provide FREE COVID Resources
Produce 40+ supportive blogs
Write 30+ free lessons
Host 25+ free community events/talks
Compile 100+ free resources
Develop Neuroliteracy Campaign
Provide FREE Motormorphosis Online Conference
Offer Monthly Neurolyrical Cafe for FREE
Establish Speller Recognition Campaign
Present FREE SpellX
Build 50 member strong Spellers & Allies Advocacy
Network
and so much more...
Thank you for your generosity to make this work possible.
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